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Last week was a pretty big one for DeFi, but this week, dare we say, has been a pretty big week                     
for us...  
 
Not only are we in the closed beta testing phase of our digital asset management platform                
RedLedgers (check out the announcement here!), we also, if you can’t tell by the big banner                
below, have partnered with the amazing team at Security Token Group to deliver quality content               
promoting digital asset tokenization around the world. 

 
Check out the full press release with all the details on this partnership and Security Token                
Group on our site. 
 

https://www.redblockcap.com/post/redblock-commences-closed-beta-testing-for-redledgers
https://www.redblockcap.com/post/official-announcement-redblock-inc-partners-with-security-token-group


 
And of course, this week we have a new market research report covering Bitcoin Puell Multiple 
and Stablecoin Supply Ratio on our site, here- https://www.redblockcap.com/research  
 
Before we get into it, applications to be a RedLedgers beta tester are still open, so apply 
today! 
 
Please fill in our application form if you are interested- Closed Beta Form 

 
 

 
1. An Update on the EU’s Digital Asset Regulations 

 
This is a big one. The European Union’s forthcoming legislation on regulating digital assets saw               
an increase in active speculation and discussion, when, last week, a draft of said legislation was                
leaked. In an interview with Crowdfund Insider, the Head of Innovation and Fintech at global law                
firm Gide 255, Franck Guiader, asserted that from a “legal perspective… it will create              
confidence, certainty, and will open a pan-European market for these players that will benefit              
from the EU passport mechanism.” Moreover, Guiader also holds hopes that already            
established capital markets players will be more likely to explore innovative solutions through             
distributed ledger technology. (Crowdfund Insider) 
 

2. The US’s Own Path Towards Regulatory Clarity 
 
The US, like last week, is seeing more big moves toward regulatory clarity concerning security               
tokens and cryptocurrency. This time around, two bills have been introduced into congress: the              
Securities Clarity Act and the Digital Commodities Exchange Act. The point of the former is to                
allow digital securities, as long as they are registered as securities or practice compliance as               
exemptions, to be handled without any fear of punishment from regulators. The latter provides              

https://www.redblockcap.com/research
https://forms.gle/3SRTB9t5vCsrwfGf6


 
clarity for “crypto exchanges who offer the buying and selling of tokens that would fit into the                 
definition provided by” the Securities Clarity Act. (Forbes) 
 
 

 
 

 
1. Our Industry Has Really Grown Up 

 
According to a study by the Cambridge Centre for Alternative Finance (CCAF), the total amount               
of crypto asset users has increased by a staggering amount in the period between 2018 and Q3                 
2020. That is, in 2018 we had about 35 million unique users and today the crypto asset user                  
base numbers around 101 million. Another, very telling tidbit included in the study was the fact                
that “cryptoasset service providers operationally headquartered in North America and Europe           
indicate that business and institutional clients make up 30% of their customers — a significant               
portion of the sector.” If we’re to say one thing about this, it’s that the amount of institutional                  
adoption here paints a picture of a thriving digital asset sector. (Crowdfund Insider) 
 

2. …And Speaking of Institutional Adoption, News From Visa 
 
It has become clear that Visa is not shying away from the blockchain. Visa is currently                
conducting meaningful research on crypto and how it can approach digital currency, as well as               
admitting partners to Visa’s Fast Track program, where Visa will help “crypto partners that want               
to issue Visa credentials”. Not only this, but Visa is also looking towards treating “interoperating               
with a blockchain network that [they] don’t control as being no different than a third-party               
real-time payments platform.” The future for the relationship between this financial industry giant             
and the blockchain is bright. (Forbes) 
 

3. SaaS, BPaaS, and now TaaS?? 



 
 
If you guessed that we meant Tokenization as a Service, you are exactly right. California-based               
payment platform Marqeta is now offering tokenization services to mobile wallets holding cards             
issued by banks or fintech companies. That is, it “enables banks or fintechs to instantly add                
credit, debit or prepaid cards to a digital wallet by directly managing tokens instead of going                
through a third party”. Marqeta has truly made it easy for financial service providers to allow for                 
tokenized payments through its new set of APIs. What’s more, “Marqeta already has extensions              
to the card network certifications, so tokenization service users may add Apple Pay, Google Pay               
and Samsung Pay to wallets via tokens”. This rollout is accompanied not only by Marqeta’s               
recognition of a gap in the market for this type of service, but also its sincere expectations that                  
its tokenization service will be adopted by banks that are adapting to the trend towards digital                
assets. (PaymentsSource) 
 
 

 
1. Investor Interest in Long-term Crypto Holdings 

 
In a report by Bitcoin IRA, a ”digital asset IRA technology platform that allows clients to                
purchase cryptocurrencies and other digital assets for their retirement accounts”, investor           
interest in holding cryptocurrencies for the long-term has increased by 20% since an initial              
survey was conducted in June of this year. (Daily Journal) 
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